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- Step
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Implementation ➔ Backend
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  - Type specific
  - Side-form-layout
/tutorial/<type>/<id>

side-form-layout

visualization
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- landscape-service
  - open/close Application
  - landscapeinteraction
    - applicationinteraction
  - selectTarget
  - nextStep

- tutorial-service
  - selectTarget
  - activeStep

- side-form-layout
  - landscape-visualization
  - application-visualization
  - tutorial-form
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  - step-form

- model
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Conclusion ➤ Evaluation

Evaluation:

- It was perfect
- Very intuitive
- Average intuitive
- Somewhat intuitive
- Not intuitive

Legend:
- **Blue**: tutorial
- **Red**: editor

Bar chart showing the distribution of user ratings for tutorial and editor.
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Successfully implemented tutorial framework
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- Landscape serializer fix / Kafka?
- Targeting elements outside visualization
- Enhancing editor
- Strong guidance/experiment mode?